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Abstract

This paper describes a discrete-logarithm based signature scheme – the modified Nyberg-
Rueppel signature (mNR) – that is secure in the Generic Group Model (GM). As a signature
on short messages, the scheme does not use any hashes and therefore it does not require the
random oracle model of computation for its analysis, while for long messages it only requires a
cryptographic hash function satisfying standard assumptions such as collision-resistance. The
new scheme has the property that it can be efficiently verifiably encrypted, such that multiple
applications of the verifiable encryption protocol are unlinkable, i.e., not correlatable to each
other. This was shown in [AdM03], where the scheme was first introduced and this property
was used in the construction of a group signature scheme. The security argument for the mNR
we provided in the appendix of that work was incorrect, however, and is now supplanted by the
analysis in this paper.

To date, the only signature schemes proven secure in the GM without random oracles follow
the twin signature paradigm in [NPS01]. In this paper we show that the new scheme achieves
both computational and bandwidth improvements over twin signatures.

Keywords: Generic Group Model, signature schemes, Nyberg-Rueppel variants

1 Introduction

Several constructions of digital signatures based on arbitrary one-way functions are known [NY89,
Rom90]. The security of these general constructions is provable in the standard model, following
directly from the way the schemes employ one-way functions. However, these schemes are computa-
tionally expensive. Practical constructions (i.e., comparable in efficiency w/ commonly used meth-
ods) based on general one-way functions exist only for one-time signature schemes [BM94, EGM96].
In contrast, practical, multi-use signatures employ specific functions (such as integer product or
discrete exponentiation) that are conjectured one-way based on specific mathematical assumptions
(such as hardness of factoring or of computing the discrete logarithm). Among these signature
schemes, few have been proven secure in the standard model, by reduction to the underlying math-
ematical assumption without having to resort to idealizations of the cryptographic constructs.

The first example of a practical signature scheme that was proven secure in the standard model
is provided by the Gennaro-Halevi-Rabin signature scheme – though that scheme required a non-
standard hash function satisfying a division intractability assumption. In [NPS01], the GHR scheme
was revised using an ingenious technique (called signature twinning) that eliminated the use of
hashes, and consequently the need for the non-standard requirement of division intractability. The
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second instance of a standard proof of security for a practical signature scheme is provided by
the Cramer-Shoup [CS00] signature scheme. Both GHR and Cramer-Shoup are reducible to the
variant of the RSA assumption known as Strong RSA assumption (SRSA). (The SRSA states that
given z in Z∗

n, the multiplicative residues modulo n, it is hard to find an integer e > 1 and t ∈ Z∗

n

such that te = 1 mod n. It was introduced in [BP97].)
Gap Diffie-Hellman (GDH) groups provide another setting where provably secure signatures in

the standard model have been constructed. A GDH group is any group where the Computational
Diffie-Hellman assumption1 is believed to hold, but where the Decisional Diffie-Hellman is easy. The
Gap Diffie-Hellman problems were formalized in [OP01], and the first application of GDH groups
in cryptography (for one-round tripartite key agreement) appeared in [Jou00], but the existence of
groups where the DDH is easy (but the CDH still looks difficult) was noticed earlier: [FH94, FMR99].
Recently, it has been shown that certain “short signatures” in GDH groups are provably secure
in the standard model [BMS03, BB04]. These signatures are very short, and therefore could be
useful in bandwidth-constrained settings, but are relatively computationally costly when compared
to discrete-logarithm based signature schemes in a similar setting.

Unfortunately, there are still no digital signature schemes that have been proven secure by
a standard reduction to the discrete logarithm. In particular, popular digital signature schemes
such as DSA, ECDSA, Elgamal, Nyberg-Rueppel and Schnorr fall in this category. Instead, their
security relies on the unpredictability of hash function values, a proof artifice known as the random
oracle model (ROM introduced in [BR93]) that cannot be expressed in terms of computational
assumptions on the concrete instantiations of the hash function. The best security results in
the ROM are signature schemes with tight reductions to the CDH ([JG03]) and to the DDH
([KW03]), both variants of a signature scheme first proposed by Chaum and Pedersen [CP92], and
also considered by Jakobsson and Schnorr [JS99].

An alternative for obtaining proofs in the discrete logarithm setting is the Generic Group
Model. The GM (introduced in [Sho97, Nec94]) is a restricted model of computation that assumes
algorithms do not have access to the representation of group elements and must access all group
operations as blackbox function calls. Among the interesting features of the GM is that it is a
potentially instantiatable computational model, i.e., provided one realizes the signature within a
group in which only generic algorithms are known (e.g., general elliptic curves), the generic model
faithfully describes the costs of an optimal attack on the discrete logarithm problem. In this, it
differs from the inherently uninstatiatable ROM – in the sense that deterministic hash functions
can never computationally realize a random function. Secondly, problems such as the discrete
logarithm problem (DLP) or the Computational Diffie-Hellman problem (CDH), the hardness of
which underlies the security of many practical (and believed secure) signature schemes, are only
provable in the generic model. So a proof that a certain computational problem is hard in the
generic model can be seen as an indication that breaking it poses genuine difficulties.

In the context we use it here, namely to test the hardness of a computational assumption
(breaking a signature scheme), we believe the application of the GM is appropriate, and perhaps a
superior approach to ROM-type proofs. Problems with the ROM have been well-demonstrated by
constructions that are provably secure (in the ROM) but do not admit of any secure realization with
concrete hash functions [CGH98]. The mNR signature proposed here relies on hash functions only
to provide collision-resistance when the scheme is extended to arbitrary length messages. Instead,

1The CDH assumption states that given g, g′, g′′, where g′ = ga, and g′′ = gb for unknown values a, and b, it is

hard to compute y = gab. The decisional version instead provides g, g′, and g′′ and z and asks if z = gab.
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we use proof techniques inspired by [NPS01]. In particular, we achieve a signature scheme provably
reducible to the discrete logarithm in the generic model that produces a triplet of signing values
(including the message itself) – as opposed to a quartet (as is the case with twin NR) or quintet
(twin DSA + message). In fact, the mNR signature scheme generates a signature of same size as
in other common Elgamal signature schemes. This proof of security of the mNR signature provides
support for claims included in [AdM03], where this signature was introduced, but the provided
analysis included incorrect arguments. We refer the reader to that work for the construction of the
efficient, unlinkable verifiable encryption of the mNR signature.

Table 1 includes signature schemes that have been proven secure in various settings, to facilitate
a comparison with the mNR:

Table 1: Proofs of security for signature schemes

Signature Proof model assumption tight/loose

[BMS03, BB04] Std. model GDH tight

THIS GM DL tight

[NPS01] GM DL tight

[KW03] ROM DDH tight

[JG03] ROM CDH tight

[SJ99] ROM+GM DL tight

[PS96] ROM DL loose

Statement of results: This paper contains a proof of security for the modified Nyberg-Rueppel
signature in the generic model, without random oracles. As far as the authors could ascertain,
the only discrete-logarithm based signature schemes provably secure in the same setting (i.e, GM
without ROM) are based on the twin signatures paradigm [NPS01]. The mNR signature requires
fewer exponentiations and are shorter than the equivalent twin constructions.

Organization of this paper: In the next section, we describe the Nyberg-Rueppel signature
in a general setting, following with the definition of the modified Nyberg-Rueppel signature in
section §3. Section §4 includes the proof of security of the scheme under the generic model of
computation, and an analysis of its relative performance with respect to the one attainable using
the twin signature paradigm.

2 Plain Nyberg-Rueppel

The plain version of the Nyberg-Rueppel signature is as follows: Let p be a large prime, and g
a generator of the of a q-order subgroup of Z∗

p, where q is also a large prime. To generate such
parameters, one may start by generating a suitably large prime q, and then searching for primes of
the form p = uq + 1, with u small [JPV00].

Let U be the signer, and assume that he chooses a secret key x ∈ [1, q − 1], and computes the
public key y = gx mod p. Let m be an element of Z∗

p which one wants to sign. For instance, m
could be a short message in binary, which is then interpreted as the expansion of an element of Z∗

p.
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First, U generates a random value k ∈ [1, q − 1], and computes r = mgk mod p. Next, U solves the
following equation for s ∈ [1, q − 1]:

s = −k − xr̄ mod q, (1)

where r̄ = r mod q. The signing values are (r mod p, s mod q). If a verifier receives the pair (r, s),
it may recover the signed message by computing:

ryrgs = (mgk)(gx)rgs = mgk+xr+s = m mod p. (2)

It is clear that in its plain form, NR is vulnerable to existential forgery attacks. Namely, one
may choose r ∈ [1, p−1] and s ∈ [1, q−1] arbitrarily and these values sign the unique message that
is obtained by applying the recovery algorithm to (r, s). While this message cannot be chosen in
advance by the attacker, it still means that the signature scheme is insecure.

The typical solution for this type of problem is to use a redundancy function. Let R be an
efficiently computable, one-to-one function from {0, 1}ν to [1, p − 1] that is sparse, i.e., the image
set of R corresponds to a very small fraction of all values in the range. In particular that implies
that ν < log q + κ, where κ is a security parameter. Moreover, we assume that given Z in the
image of R, there is an efficient algorithm to compute R−1(Z). Consider the modified version of
the signature scheme which, given m, computes m′ = R(m) and then signs m′ according to the
plain NR scheme. In order to recover the signed message, the verifier first recovers m′ according to
the recovery mechanism of plain NR, and then the actual message m as R−1(m′). The security of
the modified version depends on it being hard to choose the values r and s such that the output
of the recovery algorithm lies in the image of R. In practice, the design of redundancy functions
that provide adequate security is a delicate task. The signature schemes that we examine in this
paper avoid the issue of redundancy function design and analysis at the expense of losing the
message-recovery property.

2.1 Nyberg-Rueppel in general groups

As with other signature schemes based on the discrete logarithm problem, the Nyberg-Rueppel
signatures can be used in a variety of groups apart from the multiplicative residues Z∗

p. In particular,
there is interest for the implementation of NR signatures in elliptic curves. Therefore, we shall use
a more general notation.

Let G be a cyclic group with generator g. For instance, G could be a cyclic subgroup of an
elliptic curve, of G could be a subgroup of Z∗

p, the multiplicative residues modulo a prime p, or
it could be a subgroup of Z∗

n, the multiplicative residues modulo a composite n. In the first two
cases, the group G has known order, say q. In the latter case, the group has unknown composite
order n′. In this latter case, we assume that η is known such that 2η < n′ < 2η+1.

It is assumed that there is an efficiently computable function ρ : G −→ Z. This is obtained
in a natural way – if the elements of G are presented by their binary encodings, these values may
be interpreted as the binary expansion of an integer. If the order of G is known, then ρ(·) can be
considered as having images in the interval [0, q − 1] by computing the positive remainder modulo
q of the integer values. In the case of unknown order, we assume there is a small value t such that
each representation falls within the interval [−2ηt, 2ηt − 1], where small means polynomial with
respect to a security parameter τ .
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For instance, if G is a subgroup of Z∗

n one may define ρ(g) as the integer in in [1, n − 1], which
represents the residue g. In that case, t is some value such that n < t2η. If G is a cyclic subgroup
of an elliptic curve E defined over Zp, and g is a point generating G, one may define ρ(g) as the
x-coordinate of the point g, prefixed by a single bit b – this bit indicates the correct choice for y(g)
among the two roots y0 and y1 of the equation y2 = f(x(g)) mod p that defines the elliptic curve
E . The corresponding integer value can then be reduced modulo q = |G|. Finally, the case G = Z∗

p

is immediate – take the representative in [1, p − 1] of each element of G and reduce it modulo q.
In order to sign messages, as seen before, it is necessary to use randomness. More precisely,

signers must choose random integers in a fixed size interval I. If the order of G is a known prime q,
then it suffices to take the interval I = [1, q− 1]. Otherwise, if the order of G is unknown, k can be
chosen in the interval I = [−2ǫ(η+τ)t, 2ǫ(η+τ)t− 1], where τ is a security parameter, and ǫ is larger
than 1 by a non-negligible amount.

As before, y = gx ∈ G is the signer’s public key, where x is chosen in the interval [−2τ , 2τ − 1]
if G is unknown, otherwise x is chosen in the interval [1, q − 1]. The signing space MS equals the
group G. To sign a message m, the signer computes:

r = gkm ∈ G, and s = −k − xρ(r),

where if the order of G is known, then s can be reduced modulo q to arrive at some value in the
interval [1, q−1].2 If on the other hand, the order of G is unknown, it is straightforward to see that
s is contained in the interval [−2ǫ(η+τ)+1t, 2ǫ(η+τ)+1t− 1]. The signature is the pair (r, s).

The verification of the signature starts by checking that r is indeed the representation of an
element of G and that s is in the interval I (where I equals [1, q−1] or [−2ǫ(η+τ)+1t, 2ǫ(η+τ)+1t−1],
accordingly). If these conditions are satisfied, the verifier checks the equation:

ryρ(r)gs = (mgk)(gx)ρ(r)gs = mgk+xρ(r)+s = m ∈ G. (3)

3 Modified Nyberg-Rueppel

We consider a modification of the Nyberg-Rueppel signature that avoids the difficulties of redun-
dancy function design by giving up the message-recovery property. Its performance is slightly
worse than Elgamal – which similarly does not offer message-recovery – but more efficient than
twin Nyberg-Rueppel signatures, which are the only examples of signatures provable in the same
model. While it is true that twin NR provides message recovery, it still requires the transmission
of four signing values, while our signature requires only three values (including the message). As
the raison d’être for message-recovery is bandwidth savings, our scheme achieves this goal through
a different means.

An advantage of the mNR signature is that since it does not involve hash functions, and therefore
can be verifiably encrypted efficiently, serving as a building block for other protocols, for instance
the unlinkable verifiable encryption of signatures in [AdM03].

The mNR substitutes a discrete exponentiation for the redundancy function. More explicitly,
let g1 be another generator of the same group of order q, such that the discrete logarithms of g1

with respect to both g and y are unknown. The message space MS is the integer interval I in
the previous section, i.e., equal to [1, q − 1] in case of known order, or [−2η , 2η − 1] in the case of

2In theory s could be 0, but this case is considered a failure and the signing algorithm need to be restarted with

a different value for k.
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unknown order. If (r, s) is the signature on a message m, the modified verification equation is as
follows:

gm
1 = ryρ(r)gs. (4)

The signing procedure works as before, as the message m in I is first changed into m′ = gm
1 as

a message in G, and then signed as in the previous algorithm.

4 Proof in the Generic Model

In this section, we consider the security of mNR in the Generic Model. The GM considers algorithms
that access group operations (and indeed the group encoding) through black box function calls.
This proof is inspired by the techniques found in [NPS01].

To simplify the discussion, we consider initially only the case of groups G of known prime order
q, later discussing the modifications necessary for the proof over groups of unknown prime order.

In the GM, the group encoding σ(·) : [0, q−1]→ G represents an encoding oracle that implements
a homomorphism from Z+

q onto G. Moreover, as before, we assume knowledge of a function ρ(·)
from G to Zq.

In this setting, one describes the public key y = gx as {σ(1), σ(x)}. This notation just means
that the homomorphism σ(·) maps 1 to g and therefore maps x to y. σ(·) is an exponential
notation, so x is unrecoverable from σ(x). Moreover, we also consider powers of the element
g1 = gz, represented in this notation as σ(z).

The group operation oracle ·⊕ · takes two encoded group elements σ(v1), σ(v2), and returns the
encoded product σ(v1 + v2). (Since this is exponential notation, the product translate as a sum in
the exponents.) Similarly, given σ(v) and an integer u, one can implement the square-and-multiply
algorithm for exponentiation, using multiple calls to the group operation oracle, to obtain σ(uv).
One also needs a group inversion oracle ⊖σ(v)→ σ(−v).

Now, consider the process of verifying a signature (r, s) on a message m using only generic
algorithms, where m and s are elements of Z+

q and r is in G:

1. Obtain σ(zm) from σ(z) and m by repeated calls to the group operation oracle, as described
above. Similarly, obtain σ(xe) from σ(x) and e, and σ(s) from σ(1) and s.

2. Obtain σ(xe+ s) as σ(xe)⊕σ(s). Invert this to obtain σ(−xe− s) by computing ⊖σ(xe+ s).

3. Obtain r′ = σ(zm− xe− s) as σ(zm) ⊕ σ(−xe− s) and check if ρ(r′) = e.

Let A be a conjectural, efficient forging algorithm. As a generic algorithm, it works as follows:
It maintains a list of linear polynomials {Fi}, where Fi = αi +βiX + γiZ, and the coefficients lie in
Zq. The list is initiated as {F1 = 1, F2 = X,F3 = Z}. The algorithm also maintains a list {σi} of
encodings, initiated as {σ1 = σ(1), σ2 = σ(x), σ3 = σ(z)}. At the k-th time the algorithm queries
the oracle, it provides the indices i, j and a bit b, and the oracle responds with either σk = σi ⊕ σj

or σi ⊕ (⊖σj), according to the case b = 0 or b = 1, respectively. The algorithm adds σk and
Fk = Fi ± Fj mod q to each of the respective lists, with the + sign being chosen if b = 0. (So it
is the same sign as in the definition of σk in terms of σi and σj .) All the Fi’s computed by A are
degree-1 polynomials in the variables X and Z, with coefficients in Zq.
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If, during the execution of the protocol, it happens that Fi = Fj with i 6= j, it follows that
F = Fi − Fj is a non-zero polynomial, with F (1, x, z) = 0 mod q. Let F = a + bX + cZ, for some
coefficients a, b, and c in Zq, not all of which equal 0 mod q. Then we conclude that a + bx + cz =
0mod q, or equivalently that 1 = gaybgc

1, with not all of a, b, c equal to 0. Such execution sequences
are labeled unsafe (following GM terminology), and have negligible probability of occurrence if the
discrete logarithm problem is hard in G. (More exactly, the hardness of computing representations
of 1, but the two problems are equivalent. To see this, note that an algorithm that computes such
representations could be coaxed to compute the discrete logarithm of y w.r.t. g by feeding it with
a known power of g for g1.) In the following analysis, we shall assume that A only generates safe
sequences.

Consider now a forging algorithm that produces a modified Nyberg-Rueppel signatures (m, r, s)
on some message m, after u queries to the group operation oracle. Note that in this case, the
verification equation implies that r = ρ(σ(zm)⊕ σ(−xr)⊕ σ(−s)). Let P = mZ − rX − s. If P is
not in the list of oracle queries performed by the algorithm, augment the list by adding Fu+1 = P
at the end, and increment the number of queries u← u + 1.

Let Fj be the unique appearance of the polynomial P in the list (since {Fj}j=1,...,u is a safe
sequence). There is a possibility that a polynomial Fi, with i 6= j, satisfies Fi(x, z) = P (x, z). As
before, if Fi = P is written as ax + bz + c = 0, this implies a non-trivial relation 1 = gaybgc

1, in
violation of the discrete logarithm hardness in G. We conclude that this event happens only with
negligible probability, and therefore that we may assume that there exists no Fi, i 6= j, such that
Fi(x, z) = P (x, z) mod q. This implies that the group operation oracle may return a random value
for σj, because Fj represents a query for a new encoding when the encoding oracle is called at step
j. The probability that ρ(σj) equals r is therefore, no more than 1/q, as (almost) all values are
now equally likely. We conclude that there is no such efficient, generic forging algorithm A.

Fact 1 There is no efficient, generic algorithm that can compute a message m and a modified
Nyberg-Rueppel signature (r, s) on it with non-negligible probability of access. This is true even if
A has oracle access to a signing oracle, as long as A never queries the oracle on message m.

The above discussion already proves the first part of the statement, i.e., the case of passive
adversaries. To take in account active attacks, consider the following simulation, that proves the
encoding oracle can simulate signatures without knowledge of the signing key. Suppose an active
attacker requests a signature (r, s) on a message m of choice. The simulator chooses r and s at
random and also a random encoding σk satisfying r = ρ(σk). Later, when the verification algorithm
requests the value σ(zm−rx−s), the simulator may return σk and pass the verification algorithm.
The only risk is that the value of σ(zm − ex − s) becomes defined through queries made to the
oracle after it has chosen r and s and therefore has committed to the signature forgery query, but
before the actual forging query is performed. This last event has probability smaller than 1/q for
each query.

4.1 The case of unknown order

In the case of unknown order, the algorithm computes the sequence {Fi}i=1,...,u as polynomials with
integer coefficients. Most of the proof is similar to the known order case, but it is necessary to extend
the notion of unsafe sequences to include the case where Fi = Fj mod n′, where n′ is the unknown
order, but Fi 6= Fj as polynomials with integer coefficients. Such sequences occur with negligible
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probability: If the forging algorithm could, with non-negligible probability, find such pairs Fi, Fj ,
it would with non-negligible probability extract a multiple of the unknown order as the greatest
common divisor of the coefficients of the difference polynomial F = Fi − Fj . Since the number of
steps taken by the efficient algorithm A is at most a polynomial p(τ) in the security parameter,
the length of the coefficients of F is at most equal to 2p(τ). Intuitively, several (polynomially
many, in inverse relation with the non-negligible probability of the sequences) applications of this
method would eventually produce several multiples of the unknown order (and in a bounded range),
eventually allowing the order of G to be computed exactly, as there is only a polynomial number
of pairs Fi, Fj . This intuition can be formalized by looking at the distribution of common factors
among randomly generated integers.

In the case of unknown order, learning the order is equivalent to factoring, and the above efficient
algorithm contradicts the hardness of factoring assumption. Therefore the expanded definition
of unsafe sequences still includes only a negligible fraction of protocol executions, and can be
eliminated from the analysis. The rest of the proof works formally as in the case of known order,
however it accomplishes a reduction to the Strong RSA assumption instead.

5 Reduction to twin signatures

Now we prove a tight reduction (in the standard model) from the modified NR signature to twin
plain NR signatures, as further evidence of the security of the scheme. This shows that the security
of mNR and twin NR are comparable, while mNR is more efficient by requiring fewer exponentia-
tions.

Let A be an efficient signature forging algorithm that has non-negligible probability of failure
when fed as input a quadruple (G, g1, g, y), where G is a group of prime order or unknown composite
order, and g1, g, and y are distinct generators of G. A simulator feeds the algorithm A with the
values G, g, and y of another partys public key. (The simulator does not know the associated secret
key.) Moreover, let the simulator choose some random integer z and compute g1 = gz for input to
A. After execution, with non-negligible probability the algorithm A produces an output m, (r, s)
of a message and a signature pair. That is, m, s ∈ [1, q − 1], r ∈ G, gm

1 = ryρ(r)gs ∈ G.
The simulator keeps G, g, y, and g1 fixed and repeatedly calls the forging algorithm A until it

succeeds at least twice in obtaining signed messages m1, (r1, s1), and m2, (r2, s2). If the algorithm
A needs β steps to arrive at a forgery in average, then the expected number of steps before two
signatures are generated is no more than 2β.

The simulator then uses the knowledge of the trapdoor z to transform each signature (ri, si) into
a signature pair (ri, s

′

i) on a common message m (chosen arbitrarily): gm
1 = riy

rigs′
i , where s′i =

si+z(m−mi). Now, let M = gm
1 . This implies that the simulator is able to use the forging algorithm

for the modified NR to compute two regular Nyberg-Rueppel signatures (without redundancy) on
the same message M . According to the twin signature paradigm [NPS01], this is a secure signature
scheme in the generic model.

The reduction is tight (a work factor expansion of 2 implies the loss of a single security bit), while
the verification of the mNR requires three exponentiations (that can be batched), compared with
the verification of the twin signature, that requires four exponentiations (batching also possible).

This takes care of passive attacks. To deal with active attacks, start with an oracle for the twin
NR signature and use it to construct an oracle for the mNR by substituting request for signature
in messages m for requests for signatures on messages M = gm

1 . When the twin NR signing oracle
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returns two signatures on M , choose one arbitrarily and return it, discarding the other. The rest
of the proof is the same as in the passive case.

6 Conclusions

This is a preliminary version, dedicated to expounding the security of a variant of the Nyberg-
Rueppel signature scheme. The mNR signature presents a more efficient alternative to the twin
signature generic DSA or twin generic NR, and has applications to the construction of complex
cryptographic protocols. All comments will be appreciated.
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